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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time
being to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits. It produces a Bulletin of articles of local
interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was well
received as a basis for future policy. it is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and has undertaken initiatives to promote
citizenship education in local schools.
It has held six exhibitions, planted trees, restored the
It has also
churchyard railings and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street.
produced surveys of trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of
victims of enemy action in Mount Noddy cemetery and presented seats in memory of leading former
members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has published a book of reminiscences, three
sets of postcards reproducing old photographs and three town trails (one of them also in French) and,
with the Town Council, established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is registered as a charity (no.257870) and is a member of the Federation of Sussex
Amenity Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion;
the larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on 1
January every year (except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form
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standard-rate income tax payers can increase its value by 28% at no cost to themselves.
wishing only to receive the Bulletin can do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in
advance to the Editor (address on cover).
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EDITORIAL
Twenty five years ago, responding to a national questionnaire, our list of the characteristics of a
successful amenity society was: Knowing what we are talking about; Knowing our powers,
strengths and weaknesses; A growing membership; Good publicity; Public goodwill; Trust from
the local authorities and mutual co-operation; Some evidence of success. It could be salutary to
consider how far we measure up to it today and how, if at all, we would now alter it.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Newsletter 7 (November 1980) reported unexplained declining
attendance at meetings and extension by adult members of the juniors' seat survey to the rest of the
town. Current concerns were unauthorised signs on High Street buildings, use of metal detectors at
East Court and the lack of a conservation area advisory committee. Mid Sussex District Council
was proposing to restore the High Street fountain and replace the missing dolphins in concrete.
Newsletter 8 (January 1981) reported a record membership of 453, still at £1 a year. Junior
members were about to embark on a survey of playground equipment. One of them was already
deploring the disgraceful state of the Lingfield Road recreation ground. Thanks to the success of
the first printing, another 5000 copies of the town trail had been ordered, with a new sale price, 20
Newsletter 9 (March) included the list quoted in the editorial above and reported membership
n.p.
up to 458 and the death of 'one of our most faithful and active members', Charles Goolden.
Obituaries of Mr Goolden and of the local pioneer of the study of timber-framed buildings Mr R.T.
A short article marked the East Grinstead
Mason appeared in Bulletin 30 (Spring 1981).
Others dealt with 18 London Road, the Rose & Crown and the Hope
Observer's centenary.
The editorial announced an important policy development: inclusion henceforth of a
Brewery.
proper apparatus of source-references in articles on historical subjects.
COVER PICTURE:
A local newspaper cartoon from 1911, when the Liberal government
introduced this country's first national insurance legislation, bitterly opposed by the Conservatives
and the medical profession. A Liberal voter, identified by the portrait of Lloyd George, the Prime
Minister, is put to rights by Wallace Henry Hills, editor of the East Grinstead Observer, author of
The History of East Grinstead (1906), current chairman of the Urban District Council and staunch
Conservative, in the guise of a doctor. Even without the heading, Hills is still instantly recognisable
to anyone who has seen his photograph, though possibly his girth has been exaggerated to emphasise
the contrast between 'haves' and 'have-nots'. A.B.T., the artist, is Arthur Burton True, one of
whose 1905-06 football cartoons was reproduced on the front of Bulletin 61. Hills received more
respectful recognition last year in the naming of Hills Road on the Imberhorne industrial estate (along
with Ralph Willard, who died here in 1599, the only known armourer in Sussex, with Willard Way).
We are grateful to Hills's great-nephew, Mr P.L.St C. Dyer, for providing the illustration.
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (17): ASHURST WOOD: 'A heterogeneous community in which
mainly unrelated newcomers outnumber mainly inter-related natives' - Jean Straker of Ashurst Wood
Abbey, Village Scene, no.1 (August 1976), p. 7 .
AS OTHERS SAW US (27): ASHURST WOOD:
'With this truly exquisite spot he was
enraptured' [subsequently building on it the predecessor of today's Ashurst Wood Abbey] - Mrs
Epps (ed.), Diary of the late John Epps, MD. (1875), p.441 (under 1846).
'DICHOTOMY? For years, until the relief road was opened, the A22 traffic was accused of cutting
the town in half. Now the local press reports a councillor as saying that pedestrianisation will cut
the town in half.' - East Grinstead Society Newsletter 7 (November 1980).
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CHURCH ORIGINS

P.D. Wood

A welcome clarification of a tangled piece of ancient history has come from Mr Michael
Leppard. There has often been a tendency to assume that our original parish church was founded
on the present site. Irritatingly though, Domesday Book places our priest under Brambletye manor,
and the irritation is made worse by the undoubted fact that a mediaeval chapel existed there.
However, help has arrived. In the new volume of Sussex Archaeological Collections ( 148, pp. 14850) Mr Leppard indicates how the facts can be reconciled. He marshals evidence to show that the
parish church foundation is most likely pre-Conquest, that the Brambletye chapel must be postConquest, and that the manor of Brambletye included land close to (and possibly including?) the
present church site.
There is more to his argument than this, of course, but one is left happily sure that our
assumption can be left undisturbed and is backed now by respectable evidence which provides a
convincing balance of probability.
The article is a valuable contribution to church history and to the now considerable corpus of
material on East Grinstead's Domesday period.
OUR FERRARIA AND SURREY'S

M.J. Leppard

The enigmatic ferraria, some sort of ironworking site, recorded in Domesday Book under the
un-named estate which Mr P.D. Wood identified with Lavertye in 1996 in Bulletin 58, is still being
sought by the Wealden Iron Research Group on the ground, so far without locating any remains that
establish what and where it was, though worthwhile finds of other kinds have been made. The
precise meaning offerraria itself has been pursued for far longer but has remained equally elusive.
So far, though, in all the literature on the Wealden iron industry no-one seems to have noticed
that Surrey, like Sussex, had a single ferraria recorded in Domesday Book. Chertsey abbey had,
apparently on site, una ferraria quae operat ad hallam, 'a smithy which works for the Hall' in
Morris's translation.'
Unlike Lavertye, the geology of Chertsey and its surroundings for many miles is incapable of
yielding iron, so the ferraria there must be, as Morris interprets it, a blacksmith's forge, perhaps a
It cannot be a
large one employing several hands, working bar-iron brought in from elsewhere.
bloomery extracting iron from the ore.
Chertsey abbey was the greatest of the religious houses in
It was thus of a somewhat similar standing to
Surrey with extensive lands across the county.
It is not unreasonable,
Ditchling, the royal manor under whose jurisdiction our ferraria had lain.
therefore, to suggest that our ferraria was like Chertsey's, a specialised central manufactory for the
iron produced elsewhere in Ditchling territory or bought in. If that is so, then W.LR.G.'s
researchers should be looking for a slightly different kind of evidence than they have been seeking so
far.
The only other conceivable explanation of the Chertsey entry is that the ferraria was taxed
under the abbey's demesnes but actually located elsewhere on its estates. It must be for those
familiar with the relevant documentation to investigate, or shoot down, my interpretation, or perhaps
persuade W.I.R.G. to undertake new forays in any iron-bearing lands Chertsey abbey might have had.
'J. Morris (ed.), Domesday Book: Surrey (Phillimore, 1975), 8.1

I hope to follow up the Church origins article noted above with one in our next Bulletin on
the glebe with which the church was endowed.
MJ.L

THE EAST
GRINSTEAD
MARTYRS
M.J. Leppard
LEFT: The
memorials in
the parish
churchyard,
whose
restoration
Is our Society's
Project for
2006, the 450th
anniversary
Photograph by
Harold Connold

'When Thon Foreman and mother Tree
At Grenstede cruelly were slaine;
When Thomas Dungate, to make vp three,
With them did pass from wo and payne;
When these with other were put to death,
We wishte for our Elizabeth."
Under July 1556, this stanza is the earliest reference to our martyrs, as the whole work is for
many of the others burnt as heretics under Queen Mary Tudor for their Protestant beliefs. It comes
from Thomas Bryce's The Register, published in 1559, the year after Mary's death, one of the
sources used by John Foxe for the Marian victims in the 1563 revision of his Book of Martyrs, the
first English edition. Foxe gives the exact day, 18 July, a Saturday, which from 1285 to 1665 was
market day here, obviously chosen because then the greatest number of people would be in the town
to see and hear and get the message. For the same reason the location must have been where
tradition places it, at the western end of Middle Row, the broadest part of the market place, even
though normal trading would have been severely disrupted if not suspended for the day.
One original document survives, the sentence of excommunication passed on Anne Tre of the
parish of Estgrinsted, whose designation by Bryce and Foxe 'Mother Tree' indicates that she was
It was translated and published by W.H. Hills' and dates from the second term of bishop
elderly.
Her trial found her to be
George Day of Chichester, August 1553 to his death on 2 August 1556.
'in all things of the same faith as Thomas Athothe, lately condemned of heresy, held and was wont to
defend', in consequence of which she refused to go to church, hear any of the services then in use,
participate in the mass, confess her sins to a priest or receive the sacrament from one. The belief
that she came from West loathly, commemorated on a brass memorial in the church there in 1940,
has not been found earlier than I828. The wording then used, 'Thomas Dungate, John Foreman,
and Ann Tree, living at West Hoathly', could be taken to mean that all three were of that parish.
That Anne Tree is said to be of East Grinstead when excommunicated does not of itself prove
otherwise, for prisoners brought before secular courts in the town were so described if they were
being held here at the time. Similarly, being burnt here does not necessarily imply residence here.

P.
In fact I have not found Tree and its variant Attree as a surname in East Grinstead before
1556, nor Dungate, though both are recorded here after that date. Foreman seems not to be a local
name at all but associated with Horsham. As with many of the other burnings, notably those at
Lewes, a convenient central point seems to have been selected for each batch as convicted, spreading
the message more widely in a kind of roadshow.
Much is known, however, about Thomas Athothe or Hoath or other variant spellings, thanks
to his having been a priest. In 1521 he was a novice at Hastings new priory at Warbieton, by 1527
one of its canons and by 1533 precentor. In that year he was tried for heresy in the bishop of
Chichester's consistory court, where he admitted to holding certain beliefs taught at Cambridge,
including the lawfulness of clerical marriage and the New Testament in English, abjured them and
did penance. The priory was dissolved in 1536, obliging its clergy to find parochial posts. 4
We next meet him in Wadhurst, where as a priest he witnessed two parishioners' wills in 1545
and 46, with no indication of any unorthodoxy. 5 It may be significant that a conspiracy intended at
Wadhurst was investigated by the Privy Council in 1555.6 By 1549, however, when Protestant
views were gaining ground with official sanction, he was at East Grinstead. Between 17 November
that year and 21 January 1552 he witnessed four wills here, described in three of them by the
Protestant term 'minister' rather than the catholic 'priest'. 7 Foxe lists Thomas Athoth priest as
martyred in the diocese of Chichester, by implication in 1556, presumably by then in his late SOs.
Athoth was not the vicar of East Grinstead. The vicar appointed in 1553, Robert Best, was
married and was therefore deprived of his living on 9 April 1554 but regained it on Mary's death.
One East Grinstead parishioner was excommunicated during Mary's reign, however, John
Smyth on 23 March 1556. With nine others he had been summoned to answer certain questions but
none of them appeared and they were therefore referred to the civil authorities. 8 We do not know if
any of them lost their lives.
We cannot quantify or name any other out-and-out Protestants or sympathisers or
disapprovers or outright opponents in East Grinstead. We know that John Story, a lawyer who
served as one of our M.P.s from October to December 1553, was an ardent prosecutor of Protestants
who ultimately paid for his loyalty to the papacy with his life. There is no evidence, however, that
he was involved with any cases here. Nor can we claim the Protestant Henry Adlington of
Greensted who was among those burnt at Stratford-by-Bow on 6 June 1556, for he was of the village
of that name in Essex, though at one point Foxe erroneously says Sussex.
We cannot doubt, however, that East Grinstead people were well placed to know what was
happening elsewhere and to be involved in the 'networking' that characterised the Marian martyrs,
for the town stood on the high road from London through Godstone to Lewes and Brighton. Four
burnings took place in Lewes from 1555 to 57, one of those burnt there came from Brighton, and two
of the others martyred in Sussex came from Godstone, possibly from the detached portion right on
our border at Felbridge.
'A tradition' that the East Grinstead martyrs
The martyrdoms were never forgotten.
suffered 'at a certain part of the town known to the inhabitants' was alive in 1828 when 'singular as it
may appear', reported the Brighton Gazette, 'the very spot was recently discovered by some
workmen employed in lowering a bank opposite the Dorset Head houses [25-31 High Street, i.e. west
of Middle Row].
A few inches under the old pavement they dug up a considerable quantity of
wood coals in good preservation, mixed with burnt earth.
This extraordinary circumstance has
excited a good deal of interest in the town, and several of the inhabitants have preserved some of the

7
In East Grinstead church yard there are
coals, &c., as relics of Popish superstition and barbarity.
two tombs, supposed when erected to have been between four and five feet high; but the hand of
time has sunk them so deep, that they are nearly on a level with the earth. There is a tradition that
under these tombs two martyred Protestants were deposited about the same period; and in several
parts of the town the ashes of many other martyrs are supposed to lie.' 9
Popular imagination had clearly made the most of the known event in 1556, and continued to
do so. 'A quantity of burnt bones' dug up in the vicarage garden in 1838 were supposed to be those
The three-hundredth anniversary was more soberly marked by the planting of a
of the martyrs.' °
tree in the grounds of the Hermitage by the Pearless family, eight members of which signed a
This document, now among our parish records, quotes
parchment which they buried beneath it.
Foxe's account, adding 'Whose faith follow - Jesus Christ the same yesterday and for ever'.' 1
Around the turn of the century Lady Musgrave had the stones illustrated above laid in the churchyard
over some ashes believed to be those of the martyrs 12; when she did so, and how she obtained her
For several years from 1929 the Sussex Martyrs'
relics, I have not been able to ascertain.
Commemoration Council, which added a stone surround and plants in 1932, held an annual service in
This service seems not to have survived the
the High Street and laid a wreath on the stones. 13
The
Council
was
still
sending
an annual cheque for £15 towards their
Second World War.
198314,
by which time it had made a film about the Sussex martyrs, including shots of
maintenance in
The four-hundredth anniversary was marked by a short and, if memory serves,
East Grinstead.
More recently an idea
thinly attended ad hoc service in the parish church, organised by the vicar.
has
grown
up
in
some
quarters
that
the
stones
mark
the
graves
of
witches,
perhaps
because burning
was also a punishment for witchcraft.
Where the true remains were deposited we cannot say, for the usual practice was to fling the
What cannot be
ashes onto dunghills or into ditches, never to inter in consecrated ground.
obliterated, and matters far more, even perhaps than their precise beliefs, must be the martyrs'
example of loyalty to one's faith: as the inscription on the stones says, 'Fideles usque ad mortem',
'faithful even unto death'.
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EAST GRINSTED IN CHURCH:
To set alongside the local ship-names reported in Bulletin 86
under 'East Grinstead at sea', the hymn-tunes composed by Erik Routley include Fonthill (the school
here at which he was a pupil), Imberhorne, Wych Cross and (not far beyond our border) Sharpthorne.
GOLDEN BOOTS (See Bulletin 75, p.16 for earlier references): Melville's 1858 directory for
Sussex records Thomas Wallace Thorpe, boot and shoe warehouse, the Golden Boot, West Street,
Horsham.

BLACK WELL FARM ESTATE

E.C. Entecott

After I had been working at Hall & Co. for about two years a gentleman I knew through the
cricket club, who happened to work in the employment office, asked me if I would be interested in a
change.

He told me about a construction job to be done on a derelict farm site at the bottom of

Blackwell Hollow. It sounded interesting.
He told me that the Urban District Council was employing a firm from Sevenoaks called
Alfred Hardy & Co. to build roads and sewers ready for the construction of numerous houses on the
site. I decided it might prove more interesting than writing out tickets for loads of coal and
building materials and put my name forward. I was interviewed and offered 0.15s. a week, which
was 5s. more than I was getting at Hall & Co. Although I was only 21 and had no actual
experience of such construction work, I felt that I was well able to take on such a job.
My claim that I had used a theodolite I think clinched the deal. I did not mention it was one
for following balloons in the Meteorological Office and nothing whatever to do with land-surveying.
But I had set up optical instruments at school and with the brashness of youth assured myself and
everyone that I could do the job without too many problems. I was later to learn that the
interviewer did not know how to use a theodolite either but did not wish to admit it. Another factor
in my favour may have been my success with the exam on building materials, taken whilst with Hall
& Co. Otherwise it was just that there were no other applicants.
I had been around a good many building-sites with my father and reading his Carpenter and
Builder magazine from about the age of seven, so I was surprised to find out how much I had picked
up that was useful to me.
The council's office was just across the road and a delightful man, the
He was a keen rugby player and a most
deputy surveyor, did everything he could to help me.
popular gentleman.
I had enjoyed my time at Hall & Co. and had certainly learnt a lot about the surroundings and
some of the personalities in the area around East Grinstead but I was keen to move on to something
more demanding. My immediate boss had another job rebuilding and extending a sewage works at
Ditchling. He told me I should have to cope on my own for a lot of the time because he would be
very busy down there. He promised me all sorts of rises and improvements in my status with the
firm as I acquired new skills like sorting out the wages of the workers, using the optical level,
measuring the work and agreeing the certificates for payment with the deputy surveyor. Eventually
I did all those things and more, but the extra payments promised were never forthcoming.
Later an old gentleman called Arthur Owen arrived, officially to take charge, but he did not
really want to do much. He had spent a lot of years in Canada working on the Canadian Pacific
Railways and told me all sorts of interesting things that had happened over there. He was obviously
very experienced but not too well and rather tired. Much as I enjoyed his reminiscing, it only kept
me from doing my proper work.
One of my responsibilities from the start was the calculation of the wages.
At times there
were quite a number of workers on the site.
All had different titles and different rates of pay,
different tax-codes (Pay As You Earn was fairly new then), different 'subs' outstanding to be paid
off, different hours and overtime to be calculated. It certainly kept one on one's toes. I found
that I could never make the thing balance properly if I left it until the afternoon. So I took to going
early in the morning, getting on with it before there were any distractions from visitors to my office,
and then going home on my bike for my breakfast. The first time the crew found me in my office
before they started work there the usual amusing ribald comments but they got used to the idea.

In those days we used pounds, shillings and pence. Wages were all paid in cash. A trick
we had to learn was to get exactly the right denominations of change in order to be able to pay the
men the exact amount they were entitled to. So many notes, half-crowns, forms, shillings,
sixpences and pennies. This list I usually dropped into the bank the evening before and they had it
all ready for me next morning. One morning I had to wait a while and was leaning on the radiator
observing the manager in conversation with a client a couple of yards away. Foolishly I fiddled
with the air release valve and a jet of water shot out and landed exactly on the manager's shoes.
Imagine my confusion. He said nothing but his look was expressive enough.
I had never before
One Friday they gave me a whole hundred pounds in Scottish notes.
seen one myself and did not think I should expect other than a riot if I put them in the men's payThey declined, saying
I cycled back up to the bank and asked them to change them.
packets.
There was, as expected, no end of
they were legal tender, so T was stuck with the blessed things.
I tried to distribute them evenly in the packets but the publicans that
bother over this at site.
I think they all took
evening would not accept them and I was not at all popular next morning.
I looked very carefully at what I
them home for their wives to negotiate as housekeeping money.
was being given thereafter.
Of the locally employed men, it was normal for the wives to appear at payment time on a
Friday afternoon to make sure the wages did not all go straight to the pubs. They always tried to
get me to give it to them but of course, much as I might sympathise, I could not do that.
There was a particularly lovely young lady that I had seen at school working in that bank.
One day I got a nice smile from her from the rear of the office. I thought things were looking up
for me. I tracked her to Mount Noddy one lunchtime, where she told me at great length about her
boyfriend. I knew him, and decided I hated him.
The crew doing the actual laborious work came all the way from Dover in an ex-R.A.F. lorry,
from Monday morning to Saturday lunchtime, and lived in a large shed that they put up on the first
day. The foreman boasted a small shed on his own. I did not envy him; he had a space of about
Heating was with a paraffin-burning stove and the atmosphere in there was
two metres by one.
They were a wonderful bunch of fellows, worked like Trojans, and were always highly
horrible.
amusing.
I never afterwards saw a crew that could lay and set kerbstones so accurately as they
could.
It was not too long after the war and mechanical machinery was in short supply.
We did
have a decent small bulldozer, a D4 Caterpillar machine.
Bu the excavators were ancient and
unreliable, low-slung, and therefore stuck in the mud a lot of the time.
The dumpers used to shift
the surplus soil were well past their useful life. Fortunately we had a huge man who was just out of
prison who seemed able to charm the dumpers into life after a night-frost or from a state of general
debility. He proved invaluable until he went back to prison for some other misdeed. He was
much missed.
The bottom end of the site was a light sandy material but the top end was a very sticky clay
and caused all sorts of problems for the diggers. No doubt it was the same stuff as the clay used for
making bricks in Hackenden. This part of the site was wet because of the impermeable clay, and
large mats made of sturdy timber were brought in for the diggers to stand on to prevent sinkage and
slipping about on the surface. Of course it delayed the work somewhat while they kept moving the
mats around onto the next bit of ground to be excavated. I remember thinking that I would not
want a house on that ground because it would be rather difficult and unproductive for a garden.
Eventually my brother Ronald was to live up there and successfully tackled the garden but it must
have been a lot of hard work.
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At this stage the digging was for foul and storm water sewers and most of the latter were in
porous pipes to help with site drainage. At the bottom near the existing road there was a shallow
pond. We put almost the lowest end of the surface drain right through that in 30" porous pipe and
filled the pond area with surplus sandy material from the road excavations. No houses were
allowed on this area because of the danger of sinkage. Indeed at a point where there was a sunken
road that had gone to the old farmhouse Mr Owen opined 'It will sink as sure as God made little
apples'. But I never saw any evidence of sinkage in all the years since then (about 1951). That is
a tribute to the young man who operated the D4 bulldozer. This is a machine designed to spread
the load so that it does not sink, so the surface pressure is kept to a minimum, and it is therefore not
ideal for the purpose of consolidation. A D4 is not the largest bulldozer by a long way. But he
did it in thin layers, it now seems quite successfully. A vibrating roller was also used. That was a
bit of an innovation at that time.
Many years later Ron told me there was a discussion about whether houses should be built on
that area. I thought that would be a pity because the entrance to the site always seemed to me to be
very open and inviting. However, I reckoned that after forty years or so it would be O.K. to build if
proper precautions were adopted.
I still have a souvenir of that job. Along the plot adjacent to the road there was an existing
fence of I "-thick wooden planks, probably chestnut. When we took them down I rescued a few
from the fire that was being built and used them to make the long bar of some carpenter's cramps. I
bought four sets of adjustable end-pieces from C. & H. Gasson's timber business at lOs. a set and
have had much use of them since. At that time I was making a sideboard for my mother in oak, a
job that gave me much pleasure and, I am sure, also my mother afterwards.
We had to go to head office at Sevenoaks one day and Mr Owen took me in his rackety old
car of pre-war vintage. Although I had little experience of driving myself, I thought his technique
was far from expert. Sure enough, at a T-junction he pulled out as a man turning right off the main
road cut in front of us, and there was a mild collision. As soon as the other party stopped he leapt
out, quickly inspected the damage, shouted 'It's O.K., no harm done', and drove off, cursing the other
driver all the way to Sevenoaks. The latter admittedly had no need to cut across us in quite that
way but there was no doubt who was mostly to blame in my opinion. Inevitably the police checked
his number and he was told to report at the police station in the Tunbridge Wells area. To my
astonishment he dragged me into the discussion, forcing me to back his doubtful story. He got a bit
of a mild warning as to his future driving and had his papers checked. I felt like a hardened
criminal.
There was a
At about this time I was learning to drive in between my other proper duties.
He showed me the
tiny little dumper, mostly used by the foreman for dodging about the site.
rudiments and I soon got the hang of the gears and clutch on areas where I could do little harm.
Our official driver then took me out evenings in the 15-cwt lorry for proper lessons. I shall always
remember his first words as we set off: 'Right then, let's go and get your first cat'. He explained
that I should under no circumstances try to avoid hitting any animal that ran out in front of me; that
was the way, he said, to cause an accident. Fortunately in the next fifty years I never was faced
with that situation but I suspect it was good advice.
Having got the bug I drove everything possible on the site: diggers, dumpers, bulldozers,
The most fun was the steameven a few of Hall's lorries delivering hardcore for the road bases.
roller.
The slack in the chain to the steering mechanism was such that it took a good sense of
anticipation to get it right, especially as the front part of the chassis was the big roller that was only
These days the health and safety officers rightly
loosely fixed to the rear owing to slack bolts.
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would put a restraining order on the ancient inefficient contraption.
the job perfectly satisfactorily.

But the driver managed to do

One Sunday I had to go to the site for some reason and found the roller driver lying under the
cabin which came with the roller and in which he lived. There was a very sharp frost and I feared
for his safety. I suspected that last evening he had been too drunk to climb up the steps and get the
key in the lock. It took a deal of persuasion to get him to open his eyes and then get him inside and
warm the place. Now I think I would send for the ambulance in those circumstances but I was
really rather naïve then.
I made him a hot drink and had a look around. On the side was a photo of this man in his
previous existence as a staff sergeant in the army. The inside of his cabin was filthy and quite unfit
for human habitation. No doubt it was the drink that got him in that sorry state. It was a real eyeopener to me. How could anyone who had looked so spruce and upright as a soldier have become
so degraded? He earned more than most people on the site, especially me, the poorest paid of all,
but usually came for 'sub' on next week's wages about Tuesday.
One day a load of steel shutters for concrete work had to be transported to Ditchling.
Jim
the driver said it would be good for me to get some practice driving with a load in the rear. Now, of
course, I realise what a dangerous operation that was. The vehicle was wildly overloaded, it was
well past its best and I was a relatively inexperienced learner driver. In fact all went well until we
got back to East Grinstead with no load on board. At the junction by Constitutional Buildings I was
gently running down the slope from West Street to turn right when I inadvertently put the gear in
reverse and let in the clutch, to the accompaniment of a loud bang, a stalled engine, a loud laugh from
Jim, and my very red face. Otherwise, apparently no damage.
I am pleased to say that later my boss loaned me his A40 pick-up trick to take my test on 8
July 1952 in Tunbridge Wells. It is not the ideal place onto do that, because it is all hills and even
then was quite busy with numerous traffic-lights and other traps for the unwary. Added to that, the
vehicle I was driving tended to slip out of third gear at inconvenient moments, which kept me on my
toes.
After the road test came the questions, and I felt obliged to back my opinion about the
distance between two telegraph poles.
I had by then done a fair bit of measuring and setting out,
and indeed pulled out a 100' tape to settle the matter, at which point he said then I was probably right
after all. Then he passed me. The following day I had to turn off a steep bit of road onto the
Brighton road and stalled the engine five or six times! Nobody was behind me, so I let the car run
back into the verge, had a long think, and tried again, successfully this time. Fortunately I was
alone or I would never have heard the last of it from the lads. I did not tell anyone for years.
Not long afterwards I was using the little dumper to go round the site to pay the men one
Friday. Most of them were laying kerbs at the top end but were now enjoying a bit of a break and a
cup of tea. Leaving I demonstrated my three-point turn to encouraging cheers, which turned
immediately to shouts of alarm. As I walked back to see what was wrong, one shouted 'Have you
got enough petty cash?' It turned out I had backed my rear bumper exactly onto the gully part by
the kerb, precisely where all their china mugs had been placed. So I had to cycle up to the town to
get a supply of new mugs out of my own pocket in time for the next brew. But it was a small price
to pay for learning to drive.
One bright summer's day I found Mr Owen prostrate on the grass by the cabin, and frankly
had no idea what to do, apart from making him a cup of tea, which seemed to revive him somewhat.
He went to his lodgings and I never saw him again. He died soon afterwards. I was quite upset
about it all. He was a very likeable man of considerable experience and charm. I still have his 6"
scale rule, marked with his initials, useless now we are all metric but a nice souvenir of a gentleman.
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His passing meant I had to finish the job on my own, although by then I had a pretty good
idea what was required. I had been along a few weekends with a book from the library on
surveying and wheedled the watchman into holding the staff while I got the hang of using the level
and filling in the level-book.
I set out what is now St Margaret's Road as one of my first exercises in survey work, ready
for the foreman to erect his profiles for the excavation work, etc. When the boss arrived from
Ditching he took one look and told me they were wrong; one of the profiles must be a foot too low
and we had dug too deep as a result. He then had a go at the foreman for not noticing my mistake.
After he left I checked the levels again and discovered the mistake was on the drawings, i.e. it was
the council's draughtsman's error. So we got paid eventually for the extra fill required. I did not
get the expected apology for bawling me out. I was told both I and the foreman should have
spotted the error. The foreman uttered a rude word. I was more circumspect. It was, however,
a good lesson. My father said I had not remembered his oft-repeated instructions 'Measure twice
and cut once', so no comfort there either. Even so, dad was pleased to enough to have me use the
level on some of his own jobs later on.
Very appropriate, I
Strangely enough our man who laid our pipes was called Bill Piper.
thought. One day I was told he was injured and lying unconscious in the trench. It seemed a 9"
concrete pipe had rolled down a slope onto him as he was working. We had an arrangement with
the couple in the cemetery lodge to use their telephone, so I called the ambulance from there. By
the time they arrived he was sitting up making jokes but they carted him off for further investigation.
I was pleased it turned out well. At first glance it looked very serious. There were all the usual
pleasantries next day from the lads, asking me if I took him some flowers and grapes last evening.
One other near disaster was of a different hue. Arriving for work one morning I found my
office had been broken into and also my steel cabinet. Although it was quite a while since the war
ended we still had rationing of certain items, amongst them tea. Not only was our small stock of
This involved a visit to the police station in West
tea missing but also our tea-ration coupons.
We did not have much
Street and a trip to the council offices to get some replacement coupons.
petty cash, and there was none there that night.
The fellows obviously thought that I was a bit wet behind the ears, and I suppose they were
right. It was all good-natured stuff though. One day one of them held out his hand, saying he had
found something and I should take charge of it. He then placed a live mouse in my hand. It took
all my determination not to throw it down, not being used to such things. I cannot remember a hard
word from any of them, splendid fellows all. It was to be my experience on many more projects
that the men, and indeed later the ladies, who actually did the work out on site were invariably
helpful and friendly. It was in the offices that things usually got difficult.
Fairly late on the job the foreman told me he had arranged a little job 'on the side'. It turned
out he was going to roll some gravel onto a drive on the opposite side of the main road. It was a
very steep drive up to the cottages and it seemed rather unwise to expect to use our little mechanical
roller there but he assured me he knew what he was about, that he had cleared it with the boss, and I
need not worry. I went off to head office with Mr Owen and got back to site fairly late, to see both
the roller and the little calfdozer stuck in the lawn of the cottage. The fellows were not to be found
anywhere. A few minutes later a posh car drove up alongside my office and out got Sir Archibald
Mclndoe, instantly recognisable to anyone in East Grinstead. It turned out that he had bought one
of the cottages and had made this dubious arrangement with my foreman. He proceeded to give me
the best ticking off I ever had from anyone, despite the fact that I explained I had counselled against
it. It all had to be sorted out the next day in the firm's time. The boss never found out. I do not
know if the lads ever got any reward for trying.
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The irony of all this was that when I finally got home for my tea my brother Ron was sitting
there looking all pleased with himself. He told me that he had put a wireless-set into Sir
Archibald's car, and he had been so pleased with the job Ron had done, especially as it was such a
rare idea in those days, that he got a tip of ten shillings that afternoon. This of course was a very
good tip for those times. To me it seemed there was no justice.
The boss from the quarry business came along one day with another gentleman in tow. He
was introduced as Mr Watson of the steel structure business. My boss said the job was losing
money and asked what I had to say on the matter. It was the moment I had been waiting for. Out
came my graphs of production rates showing all the machinery breakdowns, and the problems on the
job were immediately obvious. They went off to their car muttering to one another.
Then the boss came back to tell me that Mr Watson had said he was impressed with my grasp
of the situation and that he expected I would go far. I was pleased with that for a short while, but
nothing came of it!
When November the Fifth was approaching we learnt that Alfred Hardy was arranging a firework display at the quarry in Sevenoaks. The council surveyor was invited and kindly asked me to
come along with him and his wife. I felt greatly honoured. He had a tiny little car and to be
truthful the ride was not the most comfortable I ever had but the display across the water was worth
seeing and it was a memorable night. As I was often to find later, the men who do the actual work
never get invited to these shindigs but folk whom one has never heard of crawl out of the woodwork
and appear as if by magic.
There was one day that came back very clearly on the fiftieth anniversary of the death of King
George VI, 6 February 1952.
We had no idea he was so ill, and when Mr Chapman, a builder
whom I knew, came into my office to tell me the news I felt quite sad and overcome. I had seen the
king previously in East Grinstead after the bombing [1944] and at a cricket match with the South
Africans at Lords. I also remembered the party in the street in London in 1937 when he celebrated
his coronation, a special event in our young lives.
The team was always particularly jolly on Saturday mornings, anticipating going home in the
afternoon, especially on one particular occasion, which immediately preceded Christmas. After
they had left I was clearing up ready to get off to a hockey match when the cemetery superintendent
came across with a message to say they had broken down not too far away. I got on my bicycle and
hurried out to find them.
I think they had a near miss, for the half shaft had sheared and the rear
wheel was well outside the mudguard area where it was supposed to be.
Somehow we got the
driver back to the site, he picked up their 5-ton open tipper lorry and they went home to Dover in
that. They must have been in grave danger for the second time that day, this time of freezing to
death. Maybe they stopped on the way for a stiffener? Nobody could have blamed them if they
did.
I could not help wondering whether the broken shaft was the result of my bad driving. I felt
very relieved that the end result was not much worse. I think that if any of these fellows had been
injured I would be wondering about the matter still.
Mr Hardy had started a business in South Africa. I was told that he was looking for a young
fellow to go out to work alongside him. Did I think I might be interested? It was tempting but
after two and a bit years in the R.A.F. away from home I still did not feel that adventurous. Cricket
and tennis and hockey in East Grinstead had too much of a pull, as well as mum's cooking. This
was before the days of speedy air travel as a matter of course. South Africa seemed an awful long
way away. I have often wondered how my life might have worked out if I had tried for the job. I
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also speculated whether the visit by Mr Watson was anything to do with the matter.
Eventually the work we were required to do at Blackwell was completed. The lads took off
for the last time back to Dover and pastures new, for they were all forming a crew for a different

company to install many miles of cable troughs on railway lines being electrified. To this day when
I travel by rail and see those troughs I am reminded of those characters.
I went off to work briefly on jobs at Kingswood and Maidstone.
The first was the later
stages of a big sewer pipe from Coulsdon and the last was a rebuilding job of a major sewage
treatment plant. It is surprising how quickly one gets used to the smell!
I spent my last couple of weeks with the firm at the head office at the end of 1952 in
Sevenoaks tidying up the paperwork records and getting the final accounts settled. I was called into
the boardroom and told that as I had a week's leave owing to me (out of my annual fortnight!) I had
better take it between Christmas and New Year the next week and spend it looking for another job as
they no longer had any use for me. They were going to stick to the quarrying and tile-making and
stop losing money on civil engineering projects. This came as a shock, although I suppose now that
I should have expected it. I was sure I had done my best for them and felt rather hard done by.
There was not a word of thanks. But I did get an introduction to a large London engineering firm
where eventually I found my next job.
Whilst checking the accounts I asked the young ladies to do some adding for me on their oldfashioned mechanical machines. They refused. They said that they were there to check our work.
I should do it myself and they would then check it. How times have changed!
I did my own
I was then reprimanded for not
adding-up both ways, made sure it balanced and handed it in.
having it checked by the comptometer operators and having it stamped by them as correct. It was
at that moment that I decided I did not really like working in offices. They even objected to hearing
us laugh, presumably on the grounds that we were not expected to be happy in our work.
Taking it all round, it was a good introduction to contract documents, dealing with men of all
kinds, and was near home. I met some splendid fellows, learned to drive and grew up a lot more
than I had in service life.
Mr Entecott's reminiscences of the Armoury Mission and the Williams family appeared in Bulletin 76
(Spring 2002) and of the Rev. Dr Golding-Bird in Bulletin 79 (Spring 2003).

EAST GRINSTEAD IN FICTION

S.R. Kerr

'He had written to say that his place on the board was safe and that he hoped to open a new
shop in East Grinstead. Was Bernard interested in managing it? Bernard was and he had broken
the news to John over breakfast.
"That's not a problem, Bernie. We can move to East Grinstead. I quite fancy a change."
"You'd come with me?"
"Why not? I can be happy anywhere except in a town."
"That's really made my day! I'll take you up on that."
He raised his tea cup. "Here's to East Grinstead!"
Bernard raised his cup also. "I'll drink to that!'"
Pamela Oldfleld, Riding the Storm (2000), pp.334-36 - a novel set in the 1930s
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THE SOCIETY'S STREET-NAME BANK (continued)

M.J. Leppard

No readers have so far responded to the invitation in Bulletin 86 to contribute suggestions for
naming future roads and other developments, so I feel free to offer more of my own.
We already
The site of the 'new' convent is already the subject of planning applications.
have St Margaret's Road, some way off, and names associated with the community's founder J.M.
Neale. Equally important in establishing it was the first Mother, Sister Ann (Miss Gream), 185464. The second Mother, Sr Alice (Miss Crocker), 1864-1902, another of the original members, was
They deserve to be honoured as
succeeded by Neale's youngest daughter, Sr Ermenild, 1902-32.
pioneers of women's emancipation, the sisters' 150 years here ought to be commemorated in some
way, and we have few roads named after women. Their Christian names alone might be unlikely to
mean anything as the years go by ('What's an ermenild, mummy?') but Ann Gream or Alice Crocker
Court or Gardens or whatever, in the continental street-naming fashion, would be meaningful,
especially if we can ever adopt another continental practice, explanatory sub-titles.
Similarly development of the Imberhorne Lower School site in Windmill Lane should carry
some reminder of its origins as East Grinstead County Grammar School. Grammar School Drive
for the main road would be no more misleading than Windmill Lane. The first headmaster, Richard
Lumley Treble, 1928-38, is an obvious candidate. Tribute is also due to the deputy Thomas (Tom)
Scott, who, during the next head's absence on active service, carried the whole burden of steering the
school through the uncertainties and anxieties of the Second World War, including personally
preparing at least one pupil for Oxford entrance and sharing the building with Clapham College.
Perhaps that school, evacuated here from London, also deserves recognition, and the head who
oversaw the transition to comprehensive status, Christopher Pike. A few outstanding names from
the teaching staff might be added by their former pupils, perhaps even using their nicknames!
Blossom Broadway could be a street-name as it stands. (Councillors in Brighton used unaltered the
name of one of their colleagues for a road: Catherine Vale.)
A ready-made group of names for a small development would be supplied by the martyrs
discussed on pp.5-7 above, with Martyrs Drive as the main road. For developments near the
hospital some of the as yet unused names of Guinea Pigs and surgeons who treated them would be
appropriate, and indeed Guinea Pig itself, if, as seems possible, the pub of that name is to cease to
exist. Again an explanatory note would be helpful, or re-location of the pub's hanging sign.
Another war-time connection worth preserving is the presence here of Canadian servicemen.
Perhaps Canada would serve, but Maple Leaf would risk confusion with the existing Maple Drive
(already confusable with Maypole Road by those with poor enunciation or hearing problems).
The Hackenden/Blackwell Farm/Stone Quarry area, the hamlet or 'peculiar' part of the parish,
People might hesitate to live in Peculiar Place and think
has many possibilities from its history.
Greenhurst, the tithing, Loxfield, the hundred,
Hamlet was something to do with Shakespeare.
South Mailing, the deanery, and Canterbury, the diocese, however, sound reassuring enough to have
been chosen blind by developers. (For explanation of these names and terms see Bulletin 68.)
We could recognise almost anywhere our being in the diocese of Chichester and the county of
Sussex.
Finally, a negative consideration: I think it would be invidious to use names of people still
living locally, which does not rule out, for example, our next monarch.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS
EAST GRINS TEAD MUSEUM COMPASS 19 (Spring 2006) has an article by the editor extending
his study of the Feld in East Grinstead in Bulletins 81 and 82 to take in Feibridge, Felcourt and
related names and areas on the other side of our border with Surrey. Plotting them on a map, it
considers the possibilities of their being portions of one original great Feld and connected with the
Roman road and the adjacent iron-working site at Smythford. That site is then briefly dealt with on
its own. There is also more on the respective fortunes of East Grinstead, Crawley and Edenbridge
and on smallpox in East Grinstead and West Hoathl'. Sayings about East Grinstead and stories of
the Paynes, some reminiscences of teaching in a local public school in the 1960s, and continued
listing of discussion of items in the Town Museum in our pages and elsewhere complete the number.
THE FELBRIDGE AND DISTRICT HISTORY GROUP's latest handout, no.70, consists of
wide-ranging 'Wartime memories of Feibridge' (Nov. 2005), including much of East (lirinstead
interest, not all of it printed for the first time.
THE SUSSEX MILLS GROUP'S NEWSLETTER 128 (Oct. 2005) notes drawings by J.M.W.
Turner of Tablehurst mill and an unidentified 'Sackville Cottage', East Grinstead.
A new edition of the OFFICIAL TOWN GUIDE, the eleventh, including full-colour illustrations
and street-map, was published in the autumn of 2005.
THE SURREY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S BULLETIN 388 (Dec. 2005) notes the
acquisition by the Surrey History Centre of the Redhill and East Grinstead Methodist circuit's
baptism records on compact disc.
Gavin Smith, SURREY PLACE-NAMES (2005) is a lively and often speculative study, relevant to
East Grinstead in so far as similar names and naming-practices occurred on both sides of the county
boundary. [Heart of Albion Press, £6.95]

BURGHLE, BERKLEGH, BARTLEYS (Bulletin 86, pp.6f.)
It is notable that the spelling 'Burghle' (which
The article looks pretty conclusive to me.
might well point to identification with Burleigh) apparently occurs only once and that on the other
This itself helps to mark the two off from each
occasions cited the spelling is consistently 'Ber-'.
'Ber-' would seem to be either Old English beorc,
other by suggesting a different etymology.
'birch', as in Berkeley, or beorg, 'hill' as in Bergholt, whereas 'Bur-' derives, as noted, from burh,
which came to mean 'fort' and ultimately 'borough'. Perhaps too much shouldn't be made of this,
as forts tended to be built on hills, but there is a basic linguistic distinction here which helps to make
the case. Were birch trees particularly prevalent in the Ashurst Wood area? A.G. Dyson
The mill field-name at Homestall lies alongside a stretch of the stream which is shown as
embanked on the 1873 25" Ordnance Survey map and which is suspiciously straight. I did walk it
once but saw nothing interesting. A bit of serious fieldwork might be worthwhile. P.D. Wood
Mr Dyson's suggested etymology's seem preferable to mine, though conversely Burleigh is
'Ber-' in Domesday Book. The atte Mill family-name still inclines me to include the Burghle form
in the sequence discussed, however. M.J. Leppard
EDITOR'S LAST WORD: This is the sort of exchange the Bulletin should be thriving on.

